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ENCLOSING THE WIND 
The ever increasing demand for clean energy requires an enclosure that can 
withstand high usage in extreme conditions. 
 
Fibox is the world leader in UL listed NEMA 4X, non-conductive polycarbonate 
enclosures.  This robust, light-weight plastic can withstand a broad temperature 
range and is Wi-Fi friendly. We understand your unique needs and have created 
a range of solutions for the wind energy industry. 

Why choose Fibox as your supplier...

Complete enclosing solutions for wind turbine electrical applications
Cost savings with innovative engineering
Increased production by removing botlenecks
Global co-operation with local service in all continents
Efficient logistics to reduce inventories
Optimal solutions in co-operation with leading component manufacturers
Experienced design department to solve your needs
Innovative personnel with technical expertise
Sound experience in wind energy applications
Reliable and flexible deliveries also possible in special packages

Custom enclosing solutions
 
Customizing services based on standard  enclosures 
CNC Machining for cutting, drilling, and threading 
Printing e.g., company logos, operating instructions and symbols   
Manufacturing plastic enclosures from colored plastic raw material  
Assembling enclosures with components such as cable glands, and connectors 
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  1: Enclosure for lightning protection system 
  2: Junction box for heating system 
  3: Emergency stop box 
  4: Control panel pitch system 
  5: Hand service panel 
  6: Junction box for nacelle heating system 
  7: Junction box for off-line filter 
  8: Junction box for lubrication system yaw drive 
  9: Junction box hatch control 
10: CMS system gearbox 
11: Junction box on the gearbox 
12: Hand service panel 
13: Junction box for slipring 
14: Junction box on the hydraulic power pack 
15: CMS system generator 
16: Junction box on the generator 
17: Junction box generator cooling system 
18: Emergency stop box 
19: Junction box for the ice detection system 
20: Junction box for wind measurement system 
21: Junction box for aviation system 
22: Junction box for rear fan 
23: Junction box for converter cooling system  
24: Control box for tower lift 
25: Hand service panel 
26: Junction box light system

A FIBOX SOLUTION  FOR EVERY                                                                                                                                            
                                             APPLICATION          

Largest PC size Range 
Light-Weight
Easily-Modified
High Temperature Range
Water-Tight
Rust -free &Corrosion resistant


